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April Orion Kitchen Recap: 

 

The goal for Waste % is 15%.  If you are below that, please look into where you are running out of food 

and increase what is being made.  This is an indicator that we are leaving sales on the table.  If you are 

over that, please look to see where you have the highest waste and decrease what is being made.  

Please utilize Kevin on his visits to help adjust where necessary. 

Subway Updates:  We have some exiting stuff happening this week in Subway with a brand new floor 

put in behind the counter and in the prep area!  This facility now has been completed updated after 20+ 

years!  Ryan will be attending a Subway Road Show this week to see all the new and exciting things 

coming our way, and we are settling in with the new Steritech Assessment Process.   

Happy Anniversary!!!!:  Congratulations to everyone below!  It is very exciting to see the growth of our 

company and the retention of our teams!  As we continue to grow our CULTURE we look forward to 

seeing these number continue to grow! 

Nathan Push         Fatdogs        05/23/2016      5years 
Gregory Post         Fatdogs       04/02/2017       4years 
Amber Helmick     Fatdogs       05/01/2017       4years      
Gina Elsen              Fatdogs       04/02/2019       2years    
Levi Butler            TS North       05/01/2020       1year      
Melissa Ohlson    TS North      05/01/2020        1year     
Daniel Nisley        TS South      05/01/2020        1year       
Jonas Luea            TS North      05/01/2020        1year       
Melissa Shults      TS South      05/01/2020        1year         
Ashley Dubry       TS North      05/01/2020         1year    



Gracilynn Price     Fatdogs       05/11/2020         1year          
Lisa Wheelock       Fatdogs      05/22/2020         1year      
 

Gulf Promotions Update: 

  
May Bonus Day (5/28) 

• $0.15 per gallon, running 12:01AM through 11:59PM on Friday, 5/28 
• Max redemption of 1 offer per user and 25 gallons per purchase 
• Once the user hits the max redemption, the offer will automatically be removed from within 

their app 
  

Quarterly POP – Everyday Offer (4/15-7/15) 
• $0.10 per gallon, running Thursday, 4/15 through Thursday, 7/15 
• Max redemption of 12 offers per user and 25 gallons per purchase 
• Once the user hits the max redemption, the offer will automatically be removed from within 

their app 
• Stackable with Bonus Day and the new user offer! 

  
Extended New User Offer (through 8/31) 

• $0.15 per gallon for new users, running through Tuesday, 8/31 
• Max redemption of 1 offer per new user and 25 gallons per purchase 
• Once the user hits the max redemption, the offer will automatically be removed from within 

their app 
• Stackable with Bonus Day and the quarterly POP offer! 

  
 
Accident-FREE Stores: Going forward, we will be recognizing Stores that have gone Customer and 

Teammate Accident FREE for each month.  Our teammates and customers’ safety are one of our top 

priorities.  Even the smallest of injuries can cause not only physical harm, but also mental, and financial 

difficulties.  Below the list of store that have gone accident free for the month of April!  Congratulations!  

And THANK YOU for keep every safe! 

Lincoln, Lexington, NP South, NP North, TS South, TS North, Ogallala, and Sidney!     

Cooler Doors: Going forward, please DO NOT use tape to hang any signing in stores on 

counters, front doors, cooler doors, etc.  Tape leave residue that is very hard to get off 

completely and eventually capture dirt.  Please use commander strips purchased at your local 

retail stores and utilize sign holders when necessary.   



 

FD Rewards Updates from Ben: 

Last Week: 

As you can see there was a significant bump overall as a company. With the promotion of 

National loyalty day were able to increase our weekly totals from an average of 31 per week 

to 149. WOW! With an increase in sign-ups, and an increase in +5,500 transactions our 

loyalty customers brought in an additional $28,471.99. You’ll also notice our usage percent 

increased just over 2.25% last week! HOLY COW! Fantastic week! Huge shout out to North 

Platte North. FD NORTH signed up 61 new customers last week! AWESOME JOB 

TEAM!! A BIG THANK YOU to all of our teams for making National Loyalty Day a 

success! We signed up 100 new customers on Saturday! 

 
March/April Trends: 

March: 

 
April: 

 

April saw a small decline in sign-ups -this can be attributed to a shift at TSN and the fact 

that March had 5 weeks and April only had 4 weeks. 

YTD: 

Year-to-date the Fat Dogs Rewards customers spent $1,717,619.97 throughout our 7 

locations. Averaging about $430,000 a month. Our program has 8,352 total cards out there. 

2,086 (25%) of those cards were swiped since January 1st. Out of 8,352 total we’ve 

registered 1,530 new customers since January. 937 of those new customers being just since 

March. 

 

VVS Coffee Canisters:  On VVS visits, they will double check all functionality of the machines and order 

products, but they will not clean the canisters.  In the past, we have gotten cleaner from Cashwa.  Going 



forward, please partner with your VVS reps to get the cleaning tabs from them going forward.  Below is 

the upc to use for invoicing. 

Cashwa Deleted Items (There are new/added items this week): 

 

Cashwa Price Changes: 

 

Spirits/Wine Distributor Updates:  Please see the list below for updated vendor indicators.  Update 

labels to ensure we are sending orders to the correct vendors. 

 

Cooler Promotions: New promotions are available for you cooler doors.  Please have your reps updated 

the signing and we will be getting the promotions rolled into registers during training next week.  Please 

take care of the customers when items are ringing incorrectly.   

Teammate Recognition Program:  For the month of April, we received 2 customer reviews for Sidney 

through our website.  Thanks for being a GREAT example of what good customer service looks like Gina 

and Ranae! 

 

 



Company Wide Culture Activity Update:  Wilkinson’s would like to thank each and everyone one of you 

that participated in the Culture Surveys sent out from Firespring, and everyone who was able to 

attention the company wide activity at Best Western!  Without your participation, open communication, 

and honesty, we could not continue the growth of our company!  THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK 

YOU!!!!  The process is far from being completed, but we wanted to share with you some of the 

takeaways so far.  Based on all your feedback, the below Values have been identified as a high overview 

of the Wilkinson’s Core Values.   

 

 

 

As we continue through this process, we will identify specifically what these mean to us and how to 

implement them throughout the entire company.  Please continue to be patient through this process. 

The following is an alphabetical list of the Wilkinson Companies team members who were most 

mentioned by their peers during the team session as people who most embody the traits and 

characteristics that they’d like to see in a coworker. 

Ashely 

Clarine E.  

Greg P. 

Jeff B. 

Jenn B. 

Jet B. 

Jim R. 

Kesey 

Nate P. 

Congratulations to these 9 individuals!  As we continue to grow our Culture, please remember, you 

influence a number of individuals throughout our entire organization!  You play a very important role in 

the continued development of Wilkinson Companies. 


